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CHAPTER FOUR 

Contrary Mystic Regimes, 1941-1979 

Emblematic texts such as 'Under the royal patronage of her Imperial Majesty Farah 

Pahlavi the Shahbanou of Iran' accompanied many publications in Iran in the post

war period.' Patronage, in the sense of an exchange of favours for loyalty, was a 

dominant mode of relating in Iranian society.2 Royal patronage obtained in the strong 

sense of an exchange of social benefits for public allegiance to the monarchy, and in 

the weaker sense of ideological incorporation. Even physical proximity to royalty 

counted, in the autocratic late Pahlavi environment, as one of its signs. Both types of 

patronage were enabled primarily through the royalty's recruitment of a network from 

among elite networks.3 Its second defining characteristic was the extension of 

relations to the lowest nodes in the status hierarchy - from the 'shadow of God on 

earth' to proverbial vagabonds,4 and lastly, royal patronage extended to Sufism. 

A closer look at Sufism's ideological incorporation could modify a dominant and 

rather flat image of the reign of Mohammad Reza Shah - as one of inherently militant 

religiosity, trampled by a despotically secular monarch.5 The process through which 

Shicism in the end became predominantly militant, involved nearly four decades of 

cultural battle for political and religious authority, between societal and state actors, 

with certain versions of Sufism as royal weapons. Sufism in the period 1941-1979 

would thus remain as enigmatic, without the political context of royal patronage, as 

Opus Dei without its flawless embedding in Franco's 'nationally catholic Spain'. 

' Tahl-e tawaggohat-e 'aliya-ye 'olya hairat-e Sahbanü Farah Pahlavi. 
2 Cf. studies on the 'circle' (dowre or halqe) such as BILL (1973) and ZONIS (1971). 
3 Cf. ZONIS (1971); BEHNAM (1986); SANGHVI (1968). 
4 This characteristic is expressive of Iranian social mobility, exemplified in MORIER'S Hajji Baba 

of Isfahan, and since Morier observed by many travellers to and analysts of Iran. BR ADBURD stressed 
that the extensive networks of royal patronage assumed a pyramidal shape (1983: 30). 

5 The vision is partly seen in ALGAR (1972), who claimed Shi'ism was essentially rebellious. It 
was contested by FLOOR (1983) with respect to Iranian jurists' alleged revolutionary character. 

6 Cf. ESTRUCH'S (1995) monograph on Opus Dei. 
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78 IN THE PAHLAVI DYNASTY 

What follows is a discussion of Sufism's royal patronage in the period 1941-1979, and 

its partial transformation, as a religious tradition, into a regime-bound discourse. 

Secondly, the Safï'alïsahï order's social prominence is related to royal patronage. 

Lastly, the emergence of religious opposition in the SoltancalïsahI order is discussed 

in relation to its effective balancing act between royal and clerical loyalties. 

* * * 

The mutual attractions and interrelations of royalty and mysticism constitute a 

recurrent motif in Iranian, monarchical and NecmatolIahI Sufi history.7 Shah 

Ne'matollah proposed worldly rulers to function as military transmitters of Sufi 

Truth; Nür'alïsah warned rulers that the neglect of Sufism's superiority would be to 

their own peril; Karlm Han Zand died six month after he expelled the Ne'matollahï 

Sufis from Shiraz, Mohammad Sah was initiated by and surrounded himself with 

Ne'matollahl Sufis; and Reza Shah's ascent to power had several Sufi claimants. 

The theory of religious regimes postulates an immanent developmental logic, in 

which the growth of religious regimes increases organisational complexity, making 

them more like, and possibly transforming them into, states. States rather than 

religious regimes, however, have in the long run monopolised the means of taxation 

and violence. It has been argued in chapter two that NecmatollahI development pro

ceeded through trilateral figurations, in which the exterior measure of state centralisa

tion was crucial. Where state power was weak, as in the transition to Qajar rule, the 

Ne'matollahl regime assumed state-like properties in its conceptions of self as a pa

rallel power. The Pahlavi restoration could not tolerate such parallel power, whether 

it existed in tribes, autonomy-aspiring regions, or in Sufism. Reza Shah relied on 

repression and co-optation, respectively, towards Haksar and SoltancalïsahI Sufis. 

When Mohammad Reza Shah inherited his father's state in 1941, most centrifugal 

threats had been subdued. The positive relations that would from 1941 onwards 

develop between monarchy and mysticism, therefore, compare in some ways to 

Sufism's nineteenth century absorption into Qajar court society. Dynastic rule firmly 

established, Sufism had lost its potential state-like properties, providing useful 

counterweight to religiously and politically assertive jurists. Because of the following 

Even more generally, "Die islamische, insbesondere persische Hagiographie ist voll von 
trommen Pakten zwischen Sufi's und FUrsten" (MEIER, 1992, (4): 121). 
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they commanded, Sufi masters were useful political brokers of monarchical ideology, 

to the subjects or the nation at large. However, there were also concerns more intrin

sically religious than the desire to divide-and-rule, for the royal usage of Sufism. 

Beyond the promise of personal salvation, Sufism offered a doctrine of empo

werment. Herein probably lies an important reason why it was Sufis rather than, for 

instance, monarchy-minded jurists, to whom royals were particularly drawn. There 

was no provision in Shi'ism for a caliph, let alone a king, but the idea of divine power 

that is vested in the physical person of a leader was what defined Shi'ite Sufism - as 

it did the former state religion of Zoroastrism, the main pillar of royal legitimisation. 

It was a universal longing that must have played in the royal attraction to Sufism: 

the need for blessing by those who possess 'higher knowledge', for a mystical sanc

tion of ambiguous, worldly power. Power had to be relocated from the profanity of 

human interventions - the royal throne had come through the British - to be reunified 

with the (super)natural order of things. The kind of longing, that is, which brought 

together Katharina and Rasputin, and made credible the Soltancalïsahï sheikh who 

predicted the unlikely reign of Reza Shah in the eyes of the king. In Frazerian analysis, 

these mystical sanctions make the king into "a being apart [...] who articulates the natural 

and cultural orders [and] this ritual function is the foundation of the political func

tion of royalty."8 Sufism, then, represented a potential for royalty's empowerment. 

The recognition of power was mutual, in Sufism's late twentieth century royal 

relations. Asked about the nature of Sufi ties to the Pahlavi dynasty, a Sufi riddled 

that "the king remains [always] as the sea." In addition to being a source of material 

rewards, that is, the sovereign represented sacrosanct - holy and dangerous - power 

in his person. An essay addressing Sufi influences in Iranian culture stated that: 

[One] manifestation of the other self (man-e dlgar) (in the station of controlling 
the lower self) consists of the relation between the ruler and the ruled. Politics 
and the legal machinery are areas in which the particulars of this kind of rela
tions become clearer. In Iran, kings have always been counted as the represen
tatives of God [...] In this regard [...] one could consider the king as that «higher 
power», whose existence is a symbol of the other self. That is to say: a symbol 
of the self controlling the lower [bestial] soul (nafs-e soflJ) [my insertions]. 

8 DE HEUSCH (1996: 213). I use Frazer's 'sacred kingship' only as an analogy, and it is not implied 
that a central mechanism in il - the king's ritual slaughter - is what also happened to the Pahlavi king. 

9 My paraphrase of PddeSdh mesl-e darya mi-mdnad (interview, 06/19/97). 
10 AHMADI, 1375/1997: 55 (in Kiyan, 6, (34)). 
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* * * 

Farah Diba made friends with the painter Iran DarrOdI when they studied together in 

Paris in 1959. DarrOdI was interested in Sufi mysticism, and it was she who 

reportedly took Farah to a Sufi lodge several times." The Shah's twin-sister Ashraf 

was held to have visited several hanaqah% as well, one of them the private living 

quarters of Sadeq, son of Mohammad cAnqa, the leader of the Oweysl order.12 

In 1976, Mohammad cAnqa was mentioned as an exponent of organised Sufism 

whose ideas remained unknown.13 It is not just post-revolution discrediting that enga

ges him, in retrospect, in an ideology beyond the self-contained, spiritual life of Su

fism. "[The Sufis] Sadeq Tabataba'I and [...] cAnqa and [...] people from the elite ga

thered [...] and occupied themselves with [...] political matters."'4 cAnqa himself ack

nowledged he engaged in politics, and his (Sufi) son CA1I became a Senate delegate.15 

Mohammad cAnqa held various important state functions, among which was the 

leadership of the Shah's Special Office.16 He was explicit about the purpose of his 

teaching, which he said was 'not all gnostic mysticism': "There is a very [...] political 

side to it [....] The message is that in politics as in life itself, what makes for the 

realization of being in its positive manifestation is beautiful, what does not is ugly 

Cf. BALDICK, 1993: 28. The contact between Farah Diba and DarrQdi had come about through 
Farah's mother (DARRODI. 1377/1998: 96), who lived next door to Darrüdï's mother. In an interview 
(Ü9/22/98), Iran DarrQdi did not, unfortunately but understandably, wish to discuss her relations to 
Farah Diba with me, let alone the Sufi component, in any detail. Mrs Diba (Farah's mother) was 
(in)famous for her being a dervish. The Shah's Minister of Court ALAM (1991: 387-8) wrote in his 
diary on 13 September 1974: "Told [the Shah] that Mrs Diba still longs to be awarded the Order of 
Khorshid ('The Sun') reserved for members of the royal family. She never refers to it by name, but 
goes on and on about 'the other decoration' [...] 'How peculiar', HIM remarked. 'Tell her that it doesn't 
befit her status as a self-confessed dervish to covet such baubles'." Elsewhere the Shah was quoted 
as referring to Farah and 'the vanity of this dervish mother of hers' (op. cit., p. 472). On 19 September 
1976: "Sought HIM's permission to pay Mrs Diba's expenses for a trip to Romania. 'By ail means', 
he said, laughing; 'Our dear Mrs Dervish hopes Mrs Asian's treatment will restore her to the bloom 
of youth'." A footnote to the diary explained Mrs Asian claimed to have discovered the secret of 
eternal youth and included prominent Western politicians amongst her patients (op. cit., p. 511). 

12 Inteniew cAlï H ASURI, 04/16/97, who claimed he was giving me a first-hand account. 
BAGLEY, 1976: 61. Farah was the Shah's third wife. They married in 1959. 'Anqa, before 

establishing his own order, had been a disciple of Keyvan Qazvlnl (CAHARDAHI, 1356/1977: 82). 
14 CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: Text photo appendix. 'Anqa and Tabataba'ï, formerly a Speaker 

of Parliament, had been pupils of the influential Safï'alïsahï sheikh Mohammad Hakimiyan. 
Hakimiyan was buried in Tabataba'I's graveyard in Sahr-e Rey (HOMAYÜNÏ, 1371/1992: 304). 

'AIT <Anq5 was a pupil of Sabzewari, a pre-revolution hatib in the main Safï'alïsahï lodge. 
I 6 WAHIDZADE, 1347/1968: 362. 
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[....] All who are interested only in gain in the world become rebellious to the masters 

who [...] point them the right way."17 In these and other passages, cAnqa's discourse 

testifies to the development of a theosophical mysticism - initiated in 1942 by 

Iransahr's doctrine of 'neo-Sufism' - which was as elitist and transnational (German, 

Swiss, Iranian) as Corbin's orientalism, and which proclaimed universal harmony as 

much as cAnqa did.18 As theosophical mysticism linked up with 'scientific' practices 

(magneticism, spiritism), cAnqa brought Sufism in line with astrology and physics. 
cAnqa's esoteric words were moreover decisively anti-liberal, and in this sense 

they matched a nineteenth century brand of religiosity which features with great 

clarity in two of Dostoyevsky's characters. Humble Alyosha in 'The Brothers 

Karamazov' resists the rational rebellion of his brother Ivan in trust of divine order, 

and the optimistic prince Myshkin in 'The Idiot' exclaims that "beauty will save the 

world." Contrary to these characters, however, not so humble cAnqa aspired to shape 

the national destiny on the political plane. His' was a vision - adopted by many Sufis 

who shared in royal patronage - that may be grasped as Platonic, in a political sense.19 

cAnqa's Platonism projected a pure, natural, hierarchical order, which was 

threatened by the pollution of political dissent: "In our age of turmoil, the virtues that 

bring men towards [...] oneness have been thrown over for the vices that tear men 

apart. Tenderness in the body politic is killed and men become ready for any sort of 

rebellion [...] however others may suffer."20 The way to a 'true political reform' that 

would end all political friction, i.e. not the path of antagonism engaged in by op

positional politics, was achieved "only as man begins to penetrate the illusion of the 

sensuous in politics as in his own life." Then, "true harmony between ruler and ruled 

will be achieved."21 In cAnqa's brand of mysticism, the monarchy was in safe hands. 

17 BROWN, 1358/1979: xix. 
1 8GHAFFARI, 1964: 247, CAHARDAHI. 1361/1982-3: 377. 
19 The influence of (Neo-)Platonism on Shi'ite esoterism (in Iranian Sufism in particular) has been 

enormous. See Henry CORBIN'S En Islam iranien, vol. ii (1971). Plato's reception in Islam by 
philosophers such as al-Farabi has focused on the question of a ruler's ideal characteristics as the basis 
for the ideal state. In Sufi conceptions of such a state one finds many statements that stipulate a 
'gnostic-king', a variation that does not deviate in essence from Plato's 'philosopher-king'-concept. 

20 BROWN, 1358/1979: xix. 
21 BROWN, 1358/1979: xix, cf. HOMAYONI (1991: 218), for another Master's Platonic Corpora

tism: "I gave a lecture on strikes [and] stressed the fact that, in my opinion, they are always detri
mental, not only to workers and employers, but to society and the country itself." Homayünï was 
among the leaders of the Iran Novin and Rastahiz political parties, both of which were the Shah's cre
ations, in effect his 'loyal opposition'. Unlike Indian and British Theosophy as described by VAN DER 
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The empress's royal patronage was primarily conducted from an Office for Social and 

Cultural Affairs suggested to her by Seyyed Hosein Nasr,22 a Sufi, Islamic scholar, 

director of the Imperial Academy of Philosophy, and patron of the multilingual, 

theosophical magazine Sophia PerennislGavidan-e herad. It was "one of the 

intellectual tasks" of the Imperial Academy of Philosophy, over which Farah in turn 

presided as a patroness23 "to explicate Sufism in the context of Iran's modernity."24 

More important for present purposes, Nasr was Farah Diba's personal teacher. His 

views - on Sufism, Islam, Iran's modernity - promoted, like cAnqa's, a conservation 

of the powers that be: "What is going to induce man, whom all the external forces of 

human society during recent times have been pushing to [...] outwardness [,] to [...] 

turn towards the inner pole [?] If some think that [...] political resolutions will achie

ve such ends they are mistaken."25 Contrary to Mohammad and CA1I cAnqa, Nasr did 

not aspire a public role in political office. But he shared with the two of them a view 

that opposed authentic and oppositional Islam. On the eve of the revolution he stated: 

[VJolcanic eruptions and powerful waves of a political nature associated with 
[...] Islam [...] and Shicism in particular have made an authentic knowledge of 
things Islamic imperative, lest ignorance destroy the very foundations of human 
society and the relations which [enable] discourse between [...] communities.26 

Befriended, quietist religious notables defined the Islam that Nasr thought real and 

worthy. It was remarked of 'Allama Tabataba'I's Shicite Islam, just before the 

revolution, that "the original [...] version of this work [...] with a[n] introduction by 

[...] Nasr, has become one of the most widely read works on Shicism in Iran itself and 

[it] has been reprinted many times."27 One part of the compendium is dedicated to the 

VEER (1996), Homayünfs international Theosophy was (just like Iranian Sufism), regime religiosity. 
22 ElLERS, 1977: 323. Rumour has it Nasr forced the office on Farah Diba. 
23 Farah PAHLAVI, 1978:70. 
2 4 FORBIS. 1980: 154. 

NASR, 1967: 61-2. Nasr is resented for his role as a government aid and his refusal to repent. 
The damage this has done to Sufism is suggested by curses encountered by FISCHER when he did 
fieldwork in revolutionary Qomm: "Nasr - you know why we don't like him, because he is trying to 
turn Islam into Sufism" (1980: 143) [italics mine], cf. FORBIS, 1980: 154. 

26 NASR, 1979: 11. ALAM (1991: 262) had noted in his diary on 29 November 1972: "Much to 
my alarm Dr Hossein Nasr, the new President of the Aryamehr Institute of Technology, has reported 
that many of his students are poor, and a great number of them fanatical Moslems." The Shah then 
ordered: "Warn Nasr to tread carefully but to make a thorough investigation." 

27 NASR, 1979: 13. 
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affairs of this world. It is a commentary on Imam 'All's 'Instructions to Malik al-

Astar', that "clarify the general situation of Islamic society in relation to the practical 

application of Islamic government."28 In nothing it resembles Khomeyni's assembled 

lectures, clandestinely and widely distributed since 1970, that unfolded a theory of 

Islamic government in terms of the 'Rule of the Religious Jurist' (welayat-e faqih). 
29 

The Shah's government, for Tabataba'i, apparently was an Islamic government. 

Farah's patronage became a public event when, in 1977, she inaugurated a House 

of Culture in Tehran. Sufis performed an open-air dance in her presence. It is reported 

that she "had decided not to sit and watch the performance on the chair reserved for 

her, but came and sat, [...] naturally, on the ground with the rest [...] She was 

obviously moved and overcome by the ecstatic incantations of the dervishes." 

Far outstripping Farah's Office in size and reach, royal patronage was primarily 

embodied in the Pahlavi Foundation. It was founded in 195831 and soon began to play 

a major role in Iran's economic, social and cultural life. The Prime Minister, Minister 

of the Court, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, the President of the Senate and 

the Speaker of Parliament were on its board.32 Moreover, most of the major 

institutions in Iran were in some way linked to it. A cultural office not directly linked 

to the Foundation, but nevertheless operating under a state sanction, was the Bonyad-

28 TABATABA'I, 1982: 22. Malik b. al-Haris al-Naha'I was appointed by Imam CAII as governor 
of Egypt, but he was poisoned on the way of assuming his post in 658-9. Legitimising reference to 
cAli's instructions was also made in the Shah's biography (SANCHVI. 1968: xxi), and "in his pre-1970 
writings, [Khomeyni, too, had] tended to accept the traditional notions of society as sketched out in 
Imam 'All's Nahj al-Balaghah" (ABRAHAMIAN, 1993: 26). 

29 DABASHI (1993) saw Tabataba'T as an ideological founder of the revolution. But there is no in
formation in his biography or oeuvre to suggest he had anything positive to say about it, which Daba
shi himself actually admits (op. cit., p. 277). Because of an initiation, Tabataba'I must be considered 
a Sufi: he "had conducted his own spiritual and ascetic exercises under the mastership and guidance 
of Sayyid al-Arefiyn Hajj Mirza Ali Qazi, the man for whom he reserved the exclusive title of 'the 
master' and whom he held in utmost respect, reverence, and honor" (op. cit., p. 303). NASR (in TA-
BATABAM, 1981) mentioned that Tabataba'I taught Sufism 'in more intimate circles' (op. cit., p. 24). 

30 REEVES, 1986: 161. 
31 Cf. PAHLAVI, 1979: 152. EILERS (1977: 323) mentioned 1961 as the founding year, but this 

was the year in which the Foundation, "perhaps the most distinctive court institution" (MCDANIEL, 
1991: 67), was given an administrative structure. The Foundation was founded in 1958. 

32 EILERS, 1977: 322. The Foundation's pervasiveness is suggested in the following citation: "That 
patrimonialism in government breeds corruption was particularly evident in Iran [....] Pensions were 
synonymous with handouts or rewards for favours or fringe benefits to those faithful to the regime. 
The Pahlavi Foundation's interests in [...] banks [...] and other industrial and commercial enterprises 
evidenced the extent to which the Shah and his immediate family were involved in the economic 
affairs of the country" (BEHNAM. 1986: 169). 
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e Mowlavl, founded with royal permission in 1974.33 "It was headed by Professor 

Zabihollah Safa, historian of Persian literature [and] devoted to research and 

propagation of the works of [...] Rumi [and] the books influenced by his School of 

Dervishes."34 The Bonyad-e Mowlavl may in addition be described as an 'ideolo

gical state institution'35 because "[Rumi's] Sufism became the guiding philosophy of 

Iran, permeating many aspects of its culture [and to] judge by his own writings, espe

cially Mission for My Countiy, [the] Shah could be considered one of its followers."36 

Involvement by the state in the promotion of mysticism may help explain why 

Sufism became 'fashionable'37 and "many members of higher society quite openly 

confessed to belonging to one of the [...] dervish orders."38 Commenting on the 

relations between Iran, civilisation and mysticism in a way that must have appealed 

particularly to 'members of higher society', the Iranian exile writer Gamalzade 

(though not exactly co-opted by the Pahlavi state) claimed that "if we conceive of 

real civilisation as [...] a mixture between [...] the mind and the heart, then we may 

count some of our own mystics among the brilliant examples of the 'civilised man'."39 

Just like Mohammad and CA1I cAnqa and Nasr and their institutions, the Bonyad-e 

Mowlavl was centrally located in the post-war elite figuration. Their ideologically 

incorporated Sufi discourse was an "ecumenical mysticism [...] that obfuscatefd] the 

historical and sociological dimensions of religion." In its projection of a divine and 

" Royal permission was the prerequisite for any major social organisation in Iran. 
'A ElLERS, 1977: 323, cf. the Shah's Mission for my Country, 1960: 20 and Réponse a 1'Histoire, 

1979: 20, 127. On top of Tarih-e adabiyat-e Iran, Safa wrote a widely-read 'Introduction to Sufism'. 
'Ideological state institution' is a free adaptation of ALTHUSSER'S 'appareil idéologique d'Etat' 

that he put forward to broaden the traditional Marxist outlook on the state as an instrument of 
repression (1976: 82). This study does not support his Marxist underpinning of the concept. Another 
such institution since 1963 was Iran's Theosophical Society. See HOMAYONI, 1991: 231. 

EILERS, 1977: 323. "The Shah's second wife Queen Sorayya recounts in her memoirs that the 
Shah used to talk of his visions of the Prophet Mohammad and the first Imam Ali [...] Such claims 
appear repeatedly in his political speeches: 'a force others can't perceive accompanies me. My 
mystical force'" (AHMADI and AHMADI. 1998: 161). 

37 SLUCLETT, 1989: 116. 

ElLERS, 1977: 323. Among the Ahl-e Haqq, a subsect of urban and educated affiliates came into 
being from the 1960s (MIR-HOSSEINI, 1994, (2): 212). From 1974, when he succeeded his father, 
Bahram Elahl attempted to give the order 'a more universal appeal' and attracted new converts who 
included foreigners (op. cit., p. 215). However, it is not suggested here that Sufism in the late Pahlavi 
era was but an elite phenomenon. Underlying elite affiliation was 'general mystical religiosity', which 
is seen through a remark by DURING: "C'est que de l'avis de tous les soufis [...] Nür 'All Shah était 
un tres grand Maïtre [....] De nos jours il représente encore, dans la mythologie populaire, le prototype 
du saint extatique mort en martyr" [my italics] (1976: 123). 

39 GAMALZADE, 1352/1973: 13. 
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natural hierarchy, their quietist mysticism resented what became "a major element 

of Islam for ordinary believers; socio-political criticism of the state." 

After the urban uprising of June 5, 1963 ('panzdah-e horded), the Shah was 

increasingly faced with a resilient religious opposition that would not be co-opted. 

'The infiltration of Sufi orders' has been mentioned as a means available to the state 

to cope with it.42 That Sufism could be made into a counter-ideology to Islamism by 

the government and the institutions that were related to it, is seen in a curious, 1969 

definition in the semi-official Iran Almanac: "A religious movement, second in 

importance in Iran only to ShHsm is [...] Sufism [....] Sufis themselves claim Islamic 

sanction for their system."43 The positioning of Sufism as 'a religious movement' 

outside the Shi'ism-Sunnism divide, is a construction that has been alien to most 

Iranian, Shicite Sufi understandings of self - both before, during and after the Pahlavi 

dynasty. As they have conceived of Sufism as an integrally Islamic movement, 

"Islamic sanction' constructs an opposition that is not justified by indigenous views. 

Besides institutional absorption, the state incorporation of mysticism materialised 

in a more personal aspect as well. A claimant to the position of Sams ol-'Orafa' 'axis', 

Hagg Mir Sayyed CA1I Qomml BorqocI, was a reputed jurist. From this status 

emanated his appointment as a teacher of the Shah in religious matters. ' Dr. 

40SLUGLETT, 1989: 116, in a review of FISCHER (1980). 
41 "In the 60s [...] ties between clergy and monarchy were broken" (VIEILLE, 1981: 3). This was 

fastened by the death of the mainly quietist Source of Emulation Borugerdi in 1961. 
42 ZONIS, 1971: 194, cf. ALAM (1991: 151), who wrote in his diary, on 11 May 1970. that "I 

mentioned [to the Shah] that a group of Naqshbandi Kurds have agreed to 'flee' to Iraq, posing as 
refugees. Once there they are sure to be received by General Bakhtiar who will be at their mercy." 

45 Iran Almanac 1969: 516, cf. SANAI (1951: 3); Iran Almanac 1968 and 1963, the latter of which 
states: "We have dealt [with] the Sufis [and] no [...] noteworthy event about them has [...] taken place" 
(op. cit., p. 436). SAVAK's demolition of Khomeyni's reputation in 1963, however, portrayed the 
latter as a person who, except for being a homosexual, a spy and a foreigner, "had written erotic Sufi 
poetry" (CHEHABI, 1990: 235). Besides the obvious damage that 'erotic poetry' would do to one's 
ascetic reputation in Iran, the charge hardly makes any sense, except when one interprets it as a state 
attempt to divide the jurists through associating one of them with Sufism, i.e. by playing on the 
opposition between Sufis and jurists. Iran Almanac 1975 contains a reprint of a newspaper report on 
the (mainly Qaderï, Naqsbandi and Ahl-e Haqq) dervishes of Sanandag. Kurdistan. 

44 Iran Almanac 1969: 516. In its summary of Iranian history, the same report omits mentioning 
the crucial fact, which is not normally lost on anyone, that Shah Ismail, who declared Shi'ism the 
state religion in 1501, had been the leader of a Sufi order (op. cit., p. 48). There is a striking similarity 
between this definition of Sufism from the Pahlavi era and (post-)revolutionary redefinitions. A 
contemporary anti-Sufi manifesto («Saleh'alisah), 1375/1996) reads: "They gave Sufism an Islamic 
freshness" (be tasawwof ab wa rang-e eslarni dadand) (op. cit., p. 46). 

45 "'All Borqo'i was an emam-e gama'at and he published several books, one of which was 
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Rezazade Safaq, a disciple of the Kowsarl Ne'matollahl sheikh CAII Samandar, had 

been appointed - it is not clear in exactly which period - to the same end.46 

Kingship having once more become an axis of legitimacy in Iranian society, royal 

patronage was not just bestowed upon but also actively sought by Sufis. Sufi litera

ture had reportedly been published with congratulatory dedications to the king under 

Reza Shah. Under Mohammad Reza Shah, there were Sufis who requested congratu

latory dedications of the royal state. <Macsüm<alïsah> ModarresI cAlem sent a manu

script to a great many political personalities, and included their laudatory letters of 

response, including the royal emblem of the lion with a sword, in the final edition.47 

Another, more traditional technique that was also known from the Reza Shah era, was 

the (mostly post-factum) claim to Sufi foresight and magical intervention: 

First miracle - One day the Honourable Wahid ol-Owliya' sat serenely among 
an assembly of his lovers and he was worried. Suddenly [...] he proclaimed: 'A 
danger lies in wait for His Majesty Mohammad Reza Shah, please bless him and 
recite this holy aya after the morning prayer, 110 times, for his health and in 
order for the danger to be removed from him' [....] A few days later he reported 
that His Majesty had been shot at by one of the enemies [...] and that each bullet 
miraculously missed, as if an invisible hand kept them away from His Majesty's 
face, [...] and this event occurred on the day of 15 Bahman.48 

forbidden by the Sources of Emulation (marage'-ye taqlid). During the ascension to the throne of 
Mohammad Reza (the dethroned king) [in 1941] he instructed [the Shah] in the Holy Law, and often 
came to visit him on Friday mornings" (CAHARDAHI. 1361/1982-3: 60). 

46 Cf. GRAMLICH, 1965: 50; HOMAYONI, 1991:200. 

Cf. 'ALEM, 1338/1959. 'Alem is a sheikh of the Haksar order and a Shicite religious notable 
(GRAMLICH, 1965: 86) who resided - at least to the 1980s - in Tehran, and founded his own branch 
which he named after himself: Modarresi 'Alemlya Haksarïya (cf. HWAGA OD-DÏN, 1360/1981: 19). 
A comparable and common technique of legitimisation is seen in the four pictures of the Shah, with 
full honorary reference, on a visit to Na'in that are included in BALAGÏ, 1369Q/1949 (op. cit., pp. 15, 
17), who was a Sams ol-'Orafa'-Ne^atollahi leader. 

48 HAFEZ OL-KOTOB, 1338/1959: 82. 15 Bahman corresponds to the 4th of February 1949, when 
the first attempt at the life of the Shah was made by a member of the Islamist movement Feda'iyan-e 
Eslam (active between 1949 and 1953) The Feda'iyan-e Eslam were even more opposed to secular 
politicians such as Mosaddeq. When the CIA-sponsored coup restored the Shah in power in 1953, 
they referred to it as a 'holy uprising' (ABRAHAMIAN, 1993: 109). <Wahld oI-Owliya'> (d.1956) was 
a leader of the Zahabiya order. An example of earlier techniques: "One of the Sufis from India by the 
name of <Sast Mehr Baba> related the coming to power of Reza Shah in Iran to himself and said that 
his becoming a king had been because of his willpower" (IRANI, 1371/1992: 18, cf. previous chapter). 
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4.1. Royal patronage and religious opposition 

The SafFallsahi order 

The Shah's younger brother Ali-Reza reportedly had a liking for Sufism. He often 

visited the SafFalïsahl sheikh Manzur'allsah and extended royal grants to surrounding 

Sufis.49 Notwithstanding the royal patronage, there had always been and still was a 

negative stereotype. The informal master - whom one Sufi held to be SafTallsah's 

brother's grandson, while another denied any such blood relation - spoke of his mo

ther's fears. She had been afraid of the Sufis as she knew them to be engaged only in 

smoking hashish and dark activities in the cellar of the lodge. The master himself had 

a similar opinion, until he once visited the lodge out of curiosity and never left again. 

None of the lodge's leading notables were blood relations of its founder. The con

flict over the lodge's ownership was concluded after 17 years, in the 1950s, with the 

help of the Freemason and impartial sheikh Nasrollah Saqavl. The settlement pro

vided for the separation of the congregational part from the living quarters (the latter 

of which were allocated to the heirs of Saficallsah). Afterwards, the heirs withdrew 

from the lodge: they retreated into their living quarters or went abroad. The lodge was 

now de jure in the hands of the Society of Brotherhood and remained so until 1979. 

With the coming to power of the Pahlavi polity in 1921, royal patronage came to 

a temporary halt. Now, in the Islamic Republic, a Sufi in Zahlr od-Dowle's Tehrani 

lodge quite openly took pride in the royal relations that developed after the interlude, 

in the period 1941-1979. He boasted of royal patronage in the weak sense, consisting 

of a visit by the Shah's twin sister Ashraf.50 "Here is Ashraf', she had called out after 

ringing the bell. "Well, I am the Honourable One and I am sleeping", the resident 

sheikh responded. Ashraf said: "If Your Honour is tired, we will not enter." The 

sheikh then changed his mind, when he saw who was at the gate, and invited in the 

royal and her entourage. After having spent an agreeable time with the sheikh and 

upon leaving, Ashraf commanded: "Dervish, ask something of me!" The sheikh 

responded (in modest dignity) that there was nothing he could possibly wish for, and 

49 Cf. CAHARDAHÏ, 1360/1981-2: 42, 1361/1982-3: 19. <Monawwai*alisah> confirmed this rea
ding and added Ali-Reza Pahlavi was initiated in Mashhad by <Manzürtalïsah> (interview, 09/09/98). 

50 A similar visit is reported of Farah and her mother (conversation, 06/19/97). 
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the ritual was once repeated before the company left.51 Royal patronage in the strong 

sense however - as in the reported case of Manzür'alïsah - was less publicly jubilated. 

The Shah's elite co-optation involved a cross-class network of "courtiers, personal 

adjutants, military generals, and economic and political confidants."52 These persons 

were recruited from the 'general elite' that Zonis reckoned to have consisted of 

"officers, directors, members of the board, of leading fraternal and social 

organizations (e.g., the Rotary Club, Lions Club, [...] the Freemasons, etc.)."53 

From the 1960s onward royal recruitment increasingly involved politicians, who 

came to the fore as a professional class for the first time, and among whom were 

many Freemasons.54 In 1969, the secret service SAVAK wrote a report on Freemasonry 

in Iran,55 in which their total number (in 1969) was estimated at 12.000. It listed from 

their midst 22 members of parliament, 17 senators and eight members of the 

ministerial council, most importantly the late premier AmIr-cAbbas Hoveyda.56 The 

Society of Brotherhood occupied a central position in these Freemason networks. Its 

administrative centre provided a meeting point, and developments under Mohammad 

Reza Shah further intensified the relation. Simultaneously, leading Saffalïsahls 

increasingly contested the confluence of elite Sufism and worldly, royal state power. 

' The story was obviously framed in a classical Sufi mold, an anecdote of Rumi's: "Once, a lover 
came to his Beloved's house. He knocked on the door. 'Who is there?' the Beloved asked. The man 
answered. 'It is I, your lover'. 'Go away', said the Beloved, 'for you are not really in Love'. Years 
passed, and again the lover came to the door of the Beloved's house and knocked. 'Who is there?' 
asked the Beloved. This time the man answered, 'It is you'. 'Now that you are I'. replied the Beloved, 
'you may come in" (in NURBAKHSH, 1978: 89). I interpret the moulding to indicate that my 
interviewee wished to express the serious intention of Ashraf, her being essentially a Sufi. 

"BILL, 1973: 142. 
53 ZONIS, 1971: 346-7, cf. FORBIS, 1980: 153; FOYUZAT, 1375/1997: 137. In 1961, the Shah 

accepted the presidency of the Rotary Club (Iran Almanac 1969, p. 554), and in 1963 the patronage 
of the Lions Club (MIR, 1371/1992: 104), which was publicly announced on May 17 by the president 
of the Iranian chapter Hoseyn A'la' (premier in 1951 and 1955, reportedly with masonic affiliations 
(ALGAR, 1970: 296). The Iranian chapter was subdivided into 100 local branches. In 1964, during 
the fourth congress, the Iranian chapter was visited by Mr. Kambata, Secretary of the Lions Interna
tional (Iran Almanac 1969, p. 553). In 1969, Farah Diba donated three million rials (op. cit., p. 735). 

54 Intennew (Monawwar^alisah). 03/25/97. Besides as a high status mutual-interest club, 
Freemasonry's popularity is partly explained by its legendary roots, i.e. the building of King 
Solomon's temple (cf. Tehran Times, 05/08/97). Although many unrelated others were involved as 
well, it is probably correct that "<Zah!r od-Dowle> was one of the founders of Freemasonry in Iran" 
(CAHARDAHI. 1361/1982-3: text accompanying photo appendix); cf. AFSAR, 1367/1988: 52. 

The SA VAK report (Framasi'inri wa taSkllat-e an dar Iran dar sdl-e 1348 (3)) was published in 
the magazine Panzdah-e hordad. 1375/1996, 5, (22). Many of its articles present documents 
pertaining to the Iranian revolution and the preceding dynastic period. 

56 Panzdah-e hordad. 1375/1996, 5, (22): 81. 
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(3) Dr. IsmacIl Marzban Amln ol-Molk 

After Bïnes'allsah died in 1932, the oculist Marzban assumed the Consultancy 

Council's leadership. On the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the foundation of 

the Society of Brotherhood in 1949, he held a speech in commemoration of its 

genesis. It stands out in this text that Marzban spoke of royalty as an equal. He 

strongly suggested that the well-being of the Monarchy was related to the state of Su-

fism (or at least the Angoman-e Ohowwat). Marzban's speech did not assert parallel 

Sufi power, but it nevertheless radiated a self-conscious proximity to the Monarchy. 

After the bombardment of the Society by the agents of Mohammad 'All Sah, 
who because of this very act destroyed his Kingdom, his successor Ahmad Sah 
developed an interest in [it]. Mohammad Hasan Mirza, [his] crown prince, 
turned to Sufism/spiritual poverty [faqr] in this very Society [...]. Through this 
act the great divide between the various classes of the people (which Safl'alisah 
had ordered to be lessened), came to an end, from this moment [....] In the 
Society, they made the king and the beggar equal [...] [my italics].57 

58 

King and beggar were held to be equal, but the leaders belonged to Tehran's elite. 

For this reason, Marzban was confronted with an anonymous pamphlet that chal

lenged the Society's confluence with worldly power. It responded to the Council's 

'Letter of Vigilance' (Entebdh-name), which legitimised the abolition of the Pole. 

Present leaders propounded 'the thoughts of Faraonism' (i.e. of the despotic era of 

ignorance before Islam).60 "Gentlemen", the Response admonished, "spiritual poverty 

and Sufism do not accommodate aristocracy."61 The 'eleven noble gentlemen' 

displayed a 'love of leadership' (reyasat-diisti), while Sufism without (one) 'living, 

perfect essence' was impossible. The Letter of Vigilance referred to holy sources to 

legitimise electory principles. This support for illegitimate innovation proved that the 

Council was not only disrespectful of Sufism, but also ignorant of the holy law. 

"inAFSAR, 1367/1988:64-9. 
58 Mahmüd 'Erfan. in AFSAR, 13671988: 52. 
55 Pasohl he entehah-name-ye hay'at-e moSawere-ye angoman-e ohowwat (An Answer to the Let

ter of Vigilance of the Society of Brotherhood's Consultancy Council), 1333/1954. <Monawwar<alI-
sah> produced the name of Ziya' od-Dïn Mowlavi <Sarmad'aIisah> as the pamphlet's author (commu
nication, 02/21/99). The Letter of Vigilance has been printed in AFSAR, 1367/1988: 558-62. 

w Pasohl he entehah-name-ye hay'at-e moSawere-ye angoman-e ohowwat: 2. 
61 Pasohi he entehah-name-ye hay'at-e moSawere-ye angoman-e ohowwat: 4. 
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(4) Aqevll and the 'war of words' 

The Society's fourth leader was lieutenant general Faragollah Aqevll. He had held impor

tant state positions among which the ministry of the Interior during the Hakïml and 

Qavam cabinets in the 1940s63 and he was rewarded with the royal Homayün medal 

for his services.64 In 1961, retired and out of official political office, he came to head 

the Society. He was re-elected in 1966 and remained its leader until he died in 1974. 

In 1956, 30.000 members were registered. In 1963, the numbers had risen to about 

34.000. This means there had been a yearly increase from 1956 of some 570 

members, and that the Society of Brotherhood was a vastly expanding social 

organisation. The Society did not completely sever its ties with what had formerly 

defined the shape of Sufism in the SafFalïsahï order. The Consultancy Council was 

entitled to appoint sheikhs in the Society's name, for the 'guidance' (dastglrl) of the 

Sufis, apparently not to lose touch with the basis that defined its public legitimacy. 

The structure of the Society may have inspired Binder's reflection before the revo

lution that "most [Sufi orders] do not appear to be serious religious movements any

more." But degrees of conviction are hard to measure, and opponents' labels often 

enforce false dichotomies. The category of Shicite Freemasonry, mocked by many as 

'inauthentic', was a social reality. Dr Sayyed Hasan EmamI, a Tehrani Friday Imam 

{imam gomca), saw no contradiction in being both a Shicite leader and a Freemason.67 

The Consultancy Council did not make use of its elective power until 1959.68 

Thereafter several Sufi masters were appointed as 'elected sheikh' (Éeyh-e montahab). 

They were violently resented by Safï'alïsahïs opposed to the Angoman, and subordi-

" Pasohi be entebah-name-yc hafat-e moiawere-ye an^oman-e ohowwat: 3, 2, 9, 5, 9. 
63 CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: 21, MiR, 1371/1992: 225, cf. DELFANI, 1375/1997: 10. 
4 The Shah's regime survived initial instability, according to ABRAHAMIAN (1978: 29), "not be

cause of the Iranian mystique for kingship but because the Shah was much more aware of the [...] 
need to retain control of the unmystical military". Faragollah Aqevli, however, was a mystic/soldier. 
Another famous decoration besides the Homayün medal. The Lion and the Sun, had been installed 
in Persia in the honour of the British diplomat and traveller Sir John Malcolm (S YKES, 1951: 308). 

65 Cf. AFSAR, 1367/1988: 60. In 1924, 31.321 members were registered (HOSEYNI, 1377/1998: 28). 
66 BINDER, 1965: 128, cf. GRAMLICH: "Persönliche Isnade interessieren den Derwisch kaum 

mehr. Ihm geniigt die Zugehörigkeit zu einer Institution [....] In erster Linie ist der Derwisch nicht 
Schuier eines Meisters, sondern Mitglied einer Institution, eines Ordens" (1970: 176, 177). 

_ MiR. 1371/1992: 228. Emami followed in the footsteps of the emdm gom'a Haggï Mlrza Zeyn 
ol-'Abedin (d.1904). who had been a member of the Freemason faramüShane (ALGAR, 1970: 284). 

"Als ich mich [...] im Jahre 1959 iiber die Amtsführung des Rates erkundigte, hatte er seit 
seinem Bestehen von diesem Recht noch nicht Gebrauch gemacht" (GRAMLICH, 1965: 64). 
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nated to the Society in a structure that no other Iranian sheikh would have accepted. 

Sufis in Zalilr od-Dowle's lodge cherished the memory of Aqevll for his maintenance 

of the graves and a large-scale repair of the main hanaqah in 1961/2. But not in the 

main lodge itself, regained after the revolution by non-Freemason Sufis who remain

ed stubbornly indifferent to the source of beauty that came to them as an invasion. 

Under Aqevll, discontent over the ways of the Society led to a new 'war of words' 

(gang-e lafzl). In addition to face-to-face confrontations, it was often staged in pam

phlets and magazines with a wide circulation such as Wahid and Mehr. One of the 

sheikhs in Isfahan, Qasem Tavangar (see chapter 2, table 2), wrote in defence of 'the 

real path of Safa/the rightful path of purity' (düde-ye haqqe-ye Safa'l), and revived 

the issue of the indispensable Pole.72 It is an enigmatic piece that layers contra

dictory, overt and rather more hidden messages. Upon superficial reading, one might 

take it as a laudation of the Society of Brotherhood. Although many of the Society's 

leaders came from a political background, Tavangar held, they had not used the So

ciety for political purposes. In state service they had, motivated by Sufism, rendered 

valuable services to the country.73 Entezam as-Saltane had been morally outstanding 

like Safa himself. Selfless Marzban had dedicated his whole life to others. Aqevll had 

"several sensitive jobs, among which [...] the directorate of the Sepah Bank, being a 

69 Under Marzban two persons were appointed, and one under Aqevll. These included: 
(1). Mostafa Salar Amgad <Mostafa'alIsah> (d.?). Sufis in the Safi'alisahi lodge claimed that 

Amgad was the plr of Ayatollah TaleqanI; (2). Fathollah Safa'I <Safa'ol-Molk) (d. 1940). For biogra
phical details, see CAHARDAHÏ, 1361/1982-3: 154, 174, 1362/1983: 42-3. (3). Prince 'Allreza MIrza 
HosrowanI <HakIm Hosrawb Qagar (d.1966). The last elected sheikh under Marzban, see CAHARDA-
Hi. 1361/1982-3: 162. At the orders of Aqevll,'Abbas'Afi <SahId'alI> (d.?) was designated Hosro-
wanl's plr-e dalil. Through the intercession of Aqevll, 'Afi had obtained a job in the Sepah Bank (C A-
HARDAHI, 1362/1983: 42-3) (which critics of Sufi Freemasonry claimed was subordinate to Aqevll's 
wishes). The history is one of sublime irony, if one is to believe present-day sheikhs in 'Afi's line. 'Afi 
obtained his egdze from <Wafa'alIsah>, who was reputed for joining the separatist forces of KQcek Han 
in Gllan in the First World War and later in the struggle with Reza Shah (for whom Aqevll worked, 
see previous chapter). When Aqevlï assumed the leadership, 'Afi was reportedly fearful of his forceful 
personality and dared not by himself approach Safi'alisahi Sufis (CAHARDAHI, 1362/1983: 42-3). 

70 Yagma (1353/1974, 27, (10): 414-5) published an elegy that commemorated Aqevll as a Sufi 
leader of great social importance. The biography in Iran Almanac 1969 mentions he was important 
in the Constitutional Revolution and later imprisoned by the British for alleged Nazi sympathies. 

71 Rather, the Society of Brotherhood was reproached for its negligence in the conflict with 
Safi'allsah's heirs: "Yes, it was this Consultancy Council that sat and watched while MahmQd Nesat. 
that unbelieving tyrant, confiscated nearly three quarters of the lodge's sahn and sold another part" 
(Pasohi be enlebah-name-ye hay'at-e moSawere-ye angoman-e ohowwat: 7-8). 

72 TAVANGAR, 1345/1966. Tavangar's piece was a response to earlier critique of him by Aqevll. 
73 TAVANGAR, 1345/1966: 197. 
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high-standing member of the Board of Directors of the Lion and the Red Sun, [being 

involved in] harbour development, and other activities." In all of these he had "no 

objective but service to the Shah and the fatherland," and he had "the honour of 

reporting to the first person of the country." In these days, one did not often come 

across such a man who was so full of (both) "Shah worship and Sufi features."74 

Abruptly changing subjects, Tavangar then wrote: "Our topic is presently the real 

path of Safa/the rightful path of purity." His purpose was not criticism, as it was an 

error (hata) to have discussions on dervishhood. Rather, he wished to bring into mind 

the history of the SafPalïsahï order. If, after Saflcallsah and Zahlr od-DowIe, a clai

mant was not found, or if such a person did not want to make himself known as the 

Pole of the Time of the Path, then it did not follow that there was no Pole. Thus, 

Tavangar did not consider Bïnes'alïsah and his successors legitimate, but his con

struction of events carefully related the absence of a Pole to faulty reasoning rather 

than deliberate acting. Furthermore, if the Society had not wanted to acknowledge a 

Pole, then this would not justify considering the following of him unauthorised.75 

Here then, Tavangar said by implication that what had been so valuable for the 

nation, society and the state in Aqevll, had not translated to the benefit of Sufism. In 

a stronger, though still evasive counterimage to the initial laudations, he held that "of 

course [...] the brothers of the Saflcallsahl path are not seeking fame (sohrat), and 

their acts are 'with cAlI' (bd mowld), and their way is with the truth, except for a 

limited few who have been 'showing off (tazdhor)."lb But in any case, he ended, 

"We are convinced that the [...] Path had a Pole, and presently has one, and that one 

cannot exist without a Pole (who is in contact with the Imam of Time (emdm-e 

zamdn)) [....] The Society belongs to us and we belong to the Society" [my italics].77 

TAVANGAR, 1345/1966: 198. Aqevli's nationalism is for instance seen in a memorial speech 
from 1971, as head of the National Heritage Organisation, of his anti-clerical friend Hasan Taqi-zade. 
Taql-zade (who reportedly had masonic affiliations (ALGAR. 1970: 296), like Aqevli), had "reckoned 
any fanaticism as blameworthy". His most important scientific work had been a research on the natio
nal Iranian epic. He had been characterised by a learned [...] love of his fatherland' and he had known 
the Persian language as the strong foundation of nationalism. Taql-zade had furthermore been 
important in his consideration of the 'rebirth of the national spirit of Iran' after the Arab invasion. In 
him, Iran had lost one of its wisest and worthiest children (in Yagma, 1349/1971, 23, (12): 728-29). 
Mehdi Seyhbaha'i, a Safi'alïsahi leader for Europe (in the Netherlands) in the line of Tavangar. 
confirmed that Aqevli had been a regular visitor to the royal court (.interview, 06/24/98). 

" T A V A N G A R , 1345/1966: 198-99. 
7 6TAVANGAR, 1345/1966: 199. 

TAVANGAR, 1345/1966: 199-200, cf. Pdsohl be entebah-nSme-ye hafat-e moSawere-ye ango-
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(5) cAbdollah Entezam's 'new perspective' 

Blnescallsah's son "Abdollah Entezam was Iran's Foreign Minister between 1953 and 

1956,78 a member of the Consultancy Council since at least the 1960s and its leader 

from 1974.79 He took part in an informal gathering (dowre), the participants in which 

were ranked among the 307 most influential Iranians of their time.80 A comment on 

similar groupings held that they "may even bind their members to secrecy and mutual 

aid by oaths or various rituals",81 which is a likely reference to the Freemason/Sufi 

Society of Brotherhood. During Entezam's leadership, Mohammad Ohowwat (d.1979) 

was appointed as (the last) elected sheikh. He had been a counsellor of the supreme 

court, and he had received the Agha Khan III on one of his visits to Iran and the main 

Safï'alïsahï lodge, to which old spiritual connections existed.82 The Shah had awar

ded the Agha Khan several honorary titles, such as 'Walahazrat', during these visits. 

In 1977/8 Entezam wrote a series of articles entitled 'A New Perspective on 'Erfan 

and Sufism' (Nazari taze be cerfan wa tasawwof). He used the pseudonym 'I do not 

know' (la add), and the articles allegedly reported the question-and-answer sessions 

of a Sufi master. Thus he set out on a Socratic investigation of Iranian mysticism. 

There was a traditional, initial modesty to anything Entezam was going to say on 

mysticism through his sheikh, and he stressed that complacency was to be avoided: 

"Our understanding of the divine sphere/self (lahut) is limited to the perception of its 

traces, not its essence [....] We must know that even the thought of [it] is beyond us. 

83 

No matter how much we ascend to high stations, we will not uncover this enigma. 

But the importance of Sufism, Entezam also held, could hardly be overestimated. 

man-e ohowwat: 2. Other critics also stressed that the order was 'the path of Safi and Safa' (tariqe-ye 
Safi o Safa), i.e. not only that of <ZahIr od-Dowle> (interview (Monawwai^alisah), 09/09/98). 

78 Between 1957 and 1963 he was the director of the state-owned National Iranian Oil Company. 
A Sufi dissident claimed, possibly in an attempt to clear Sufism's name, that Entezam had no Sufi 
credentials but owed his position to socio-political prominence. In reality Entezam's Sufi identity as 
<Bïnes'alisah>'s son preceded his socio-political prominence (which was largely of his own making). 

79HOMAYUNl, 1371/1992: 327. 
80ZON1S, 1971:238-9. 
81 ZONIS, 1971: 240. 
82 Cf. CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3:45: 1362/1983: 180. Ohowwat was a disciple of <Safi<aIisah> 

(BARQ, 1352/1973: 15). The Agha Khan (d. 1957) - a central figure in the international jet set and po
litical scene, and Spiritual Leader of Isma'ill Muslims - visited Iran in 1948/9 and 1951. Historical re
lations between the Ne'matollahlya and the Isma'ïlïya have been explored by WILSON and POURJA-
VADI (1975). Intimate (financial) relations between the Isma'IlTs and the Zo'r-Reyasateyn order ended 
in 1948. when the Agha Khan took insult at <MGnes'alisah>'s refusal to visit him (op. cit.. p. 133). 

83 Wahid, 1356/1977-8, 209: 37. 
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Like Mohammad cAnqa, Entezam stressed personal reformation as the key to 

humanity's salvation. Although lives in the service of others were incumbent on com

moners and the elite alike, he especially recommended the participation of the 'high 

authorities of the country', who could be brilliant 'moral examples' for the 'others': 

"If a Minister makes simplicity his motto in his own life [...] then all civil servants 

in that Ministry will change [as well] and be turned into abstemious and dutiful 

people."84 Entezam pointed at the impotence of philosophy, which had from Plato to 

Existentialism come up with the illusion of political solutions,85 but his sketch of a 

Sufi guardian class reminds one of the Republic as much as cAnqa's discourse does. 

Furthermore, the sheikh of Entezam held a critical view of Sufism's contemporary 

manifestations. Nowadays youngsters took alcohol and various drugs, that addicts 

referred to as a 'trip' (safar). The 'mystical audition' (samdc) of the ancients had been 

converted into pop music. "Do not presume these are the words of a dry and inexperi

enced person", he warned, for "the world of drunkenness is happy, but unfortunately 

it does not last long and its sequel is a hangover."86 Neither did traditional Sufi 

leaders, full of claims to knowledge and authority, seem to share his rational views: 

This is to the leaders of various Sufi orders: Are my words baseless? Can people 
not be shown [...] a new way? If you say 'no', then I say: 'what have you achie
ved?' Is your conscience cleared [...] by building a few lodges? Dear honourable 
Elders, I spent fifty years on these teachings, and I do not make any claim. I am 
a lover of Sufism [....] Do you really have faith in [...] Sufism? [italics mine]87 

By the time he published his 'new perspective' on Sufism, Entezam had discretely ac

complished a further integration of Sufism and Freemasonry. The four Iranian lodges 

had grown in number and confidence, and developed their own rules with regard to 

admission and litany. The conspicuous independence was not appreciated at head

quarters, and it resulted in a separation from the German mother branch.88 Operating 

84 Wahid, 1356/1977-8, 211/2: 93-4. 
85 Wahid, 1356/1977-8, 207: 35. 
86 Wahid, 1356/1977-8, 208: 30. 
87 Nazari laze be 'eifan wa tasawwof, 1363/1984: 114, 115. 

Only Setare-ye sahar (the fifth Iranian lodge related to German Freemasonry, see previous 
chapter) retained German sponsorship (communication 12/07/98, via the Supreme Council of the 
Northern Masonic Jurisdiction of the United States of America). The separation probably occurred, 
according to this source, "some time in 1958" (communication 02/16/99. idem). In a 1348/1969-70 
SAVAK document published in Panzdah-e hordad (1996, 22, (5): 72-96), however, it is mentioned 
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from the SafFalIsahï building, they joined forces and chose the Society of 

Brotherhood's Entezam, who also headed the Safa lodge,89 as their representative. 

In 1969, Entezam went to see the Shah and make a petition. He requested an 

Iranian lodge, "without any form of foreign bondage" be established as the one Grand 

National Lodge of Iran, to which the Shah consented. The Iranian lodge was in

augurated in 1969, and Jafar Sharif-Imami was chosen as its head.90 The Freemasons 

then chose the administrative centre of the Society, once again, as theirs. ' This event 

marked the completion of Freemasonry-Sufism integration in the Saficallsahl order. 

Rumours held it among the self-proclaimed tasks of the Society to prepare from 

its midst a person for the premiership. In this context, one cannot help noticing - the 

extent to which this is telling will remain for historians to judge - the formal resem

blance between the Consultancy Council and a national cabinet. When massive pro

test shook the foundations of power and the Shah complained of former friends hasti

ly leaving the sinking ship in December 1978, the Shah turned to Entezam for a solu-
92 

tion. Despite a cloudy episode, the Shah had known Entezam as a friend since 1936. " 

A correspondence on the eve of the revolution has been retrieved which documents 

a plea on the part of the Grand Lodge of Iran. It pledges compliance with Imam 

Khomeyni and with the revolution, in reward for protection afterwards. It was the 

(Sufi) Freemasons' royal patronage and deep absorption into the institutions of Pah-

lavi power, however, as 'courtiers, personal adjutants, military generals, and econo

mic and political confidants', which made for the offer to be immediately rejected. 

that the four lodges established independence from the German branch "three years ago" (p. 76). 
89 Panzdah-e hordad, 5, (22): 77-8. 
90 Panzdah-e hordad, 5, (22): 78; JAFARI, 1369/1990: 250, cf. BILL, 1973: 135. Sharif-Imami was 

premier in 1960-1961, and August-November 1978. In 1969 he was Deputy Custodian to the Pahlavi 
Foundation and a member of the Lions Club (Iran Almanac, 1969: 781). Foreign Freemasonry never 
consented to independent chapters in Iran (Panzdah-e hordad, 5, (22): 78), but "the foundation of the 
Grand Lodge of Iran was consecrated by the French. Scottish and German Grand Lodges." As 
concerns Scottish Rite activities, "The Supreme Council for Iran was consecrated in Tehran by the 
[...] Supreme Councils of France. Belgium and the Netherlands in 1970" (communication 12/07/98, 
via the Supreme Council of the Northern Masonic Jurisdiction of the United States of America). De
spite the independence, "the Grand Lodge of England assisted in the establishment of the Grand 
Lodge of Iran." The Iranian lodges worked together from 1967 (communication, 02/16/99, idem). 

91 CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: 163. 
92 NARAGHI, 1994: viii, 182. Various persons (HOMAYONI, 1371/1992: 328-29, NARAGHI, 1994: 

79) have indicated that Entezam had been out of favour with the Shah since 1963. Still. I would hold 
that the acceptance by the Shah of Entezam's request in 1969 (and his reception) moderates this view. 

93 FAQIH-HAQANI, 1373/1994: 92. It was possibly such acts of despair, which explain the Sufi 
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The SoltancalIsahï order 

Contrary to the Safïcalïsahls, who evolved from the cradle of the Qajar monarchy and 

retained its protection, the Soltan'allsahls had to do without significant patronage on 

the eve of their ascent. They barely survived persecutions and a widespread hatred 

of Sufism. Given the early persecutions, the Soltancalïsahïs' later, generally acknow

ledged development into the most 'respectable' Sufi order of Iran makes for a riddle. 

It seems plausible to hypothesise that 'the early history' engrained into the order 

an ethos of survival; the urge to pacify hostile powers. The acquisition of official 

Shicite religious status - unalienable and protective - was the primary means in its 

repertoire. Secondly, at a more mundane level survival depended upon societal 

integration. Thirdly, no royal patronage is officially known to have been extended to 

the Soltan'allsahl order during the era of Mohammad Reza Shah, but as the order 

expanded enormously, many of its members held influential positions in Iranian so

ciety, members of the government visited its lodges, and there were several contacts 

between the royals and the Sufis. Thus, ideological incorporation was from several 

angles beneficial to the SoltancalIsahis. Lastly, what proved as important as these 

elements, was the SoltancalIsahI balancing act between royal and clerical loyalties. 

(4) Hagg Seyh Mohammad Hasan <SalehcalIsah> 

Ever more well-to-do and influential affiliates had entered the order under 

Saleh'allsah (1891-1966), and his message had become widespread. He had acquired 

weighty religious status even before publishing Pand-e Saleh, through a visit to Iraqi 

Sources of Emulation in 1912, "all of whom bestowed the utmost kindness on him."94 

In Bidokht Saïeh'alïsah built a library and a mausoleum for his grandfather and 

a 'tremendous number' of followers gathered around him.95 Their appearance did not 

distinguish them from other Shicites. It was remarked in 1959 that "the Ni'matullahi 

cap [...] is seen more rarely among the dervishes [...], because they are all in the 

service of society and [...] dressed in the customary clothing of their own time."96 For 

claim that Entezam aided revolutionaries {interview, 05/11/97; cf. CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: 172). 
9 4HAY'AT-ETAHRÏRÏYE-YE KETABHANE-YE AMIR SOLEYMANI, 1367/1988:45. 
95 GRAMLICH, 1965: 69; HOMAYONI, 1371/1992: 220. 

NLIRBAHS, 1338/1959: 52. The observation is made in contradistinction to the Haksar order, 
which is not known for attempts to be respectable and that cherishes its traditions: "In the [...] Haksar 
[order], the cap is worn more often. There exists a difference [...] between Ne'matollahi and Haksar 
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SoltancalIsahïs, work and contemporary clothing were not only customary but obliga

tory. As regards politics, Salehcallsah felt that "no one can interfere in state affairs 

without the ruling and the proclamation of the Shah [...]." Salehcallsah had establi

shed integration, religious, civil and political. In 1954. he became seriously ill. He 

spent his last twelve years reading, writing and bestowing advise. When he died in 

1966, "in most Iranian cities, glorious ceremonies of commemoration were held." 

100 

(5) Hagg Soltanhoseyn Tabande <RezacalIsah> 

Salehcallsah's son Soltanhoseyn (1914-1992) was born in Bidokht. At the instigation 

of his father he studied a wide range of civil and particularly religious subjects, which 

resulted in the written authorisation (egaze) to narrate the traditions of the imams and, 

in 1950, to lead congregational prayers (after which he would be called <RezacalI>) 

In imitation of his father, Reza'all travelled 

widely and visited many religious authorities. 

During a visit to Najaf, he managed to impress 

Ayatollah Mohammad Hoseyn Al-e Kasef ol-

Geta', who on March 22, 1951, after an exami

nation, gave him the permission to 'indepen

dent judgement' (egtehad) in religious matters, 

which effectively made him a jurist (mogta-

hed).W[ Upon his appointment as successor in 

1960, he received the cognomen <Rezacalïsah>. 

In a spatial representation of Gonabad, Re-

zacallsah located it in between Shicite holy pla

ces - Mecca, Karbala, and Mashhad. His reli-
Figure 7. A religious geography 

caps: the Ne'matollahl cap is like a half-globe while the Haksar cap is more like a cone. The mark on 
top [...] is not customary in the Ne'matollahT [...] order". 

97 <SALEH'ALISAH>, 1372/1993: 72. 88, 92. This issue is closely related to the primary importance 
of Shi'ite 'dissimulation' (taqiyu) in the Soltan'alisahT order (cf. op. cit., pp. 36, 107). 

98 Sal-name-ye keSwar-e Ivan, 1338/1959, 14: 128. 
" G A Z B I , 1358/1979:5 
100 Biography in <MAHBÜB'AÜSAH>, 1368/1989: 70, cf. AZMAYES, 1372/1993: 2-4. 
101 There had been jurists in the order, such as <Soltan'alïsah>'s pupil Hagg Seyh 'Abdollah Ha'eri 

(d. 1938, cf. GRAMLICH, 1965: 67; previous chapter), but not, as (Reza'alisah), in the position of Lea
der. The egaze text has been published in AZMAYES, 1993: 5, cf. <SALEH'ALÏSAH>, 1372/1993: 11. 
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gious geography thus indicated the SoltancalIsahI home was (in) the centre of the (re

ligious) universe. The religious geography is furthermore significant in that it absor

bed a Sufi repertoire which held the world's turning to be dependent upon Sufi mas

ters: Gonabad is displayed as an axis around which the word turns (see figure 7).102 

Back in Bidokht, Rezacalïsah managed the SoltancalIsahï agricultural estate, and 

took care that none of the Sufis would lead astray and damage the SoltancalIsahI order 

through 'unlawful habits' (i.e. drugs and alcohol consumption, etc.), by idling or 

begging.103 He assumed the leadership of the order at his father's death (1966), and 

would not be confronted with any of the modernist challenges of his forebears. In the 

winter of 1951, he had met with the brother of Ayatollah SangelagI (whose innovative 

Shicite thought resembled the blasphemies of Qazvlnl), and praised his religious 

expertise (ignoring the reform program that his brother had proposed).104 Kasravi was 

assassinated in 1946 and Qazvlnfs disciples did not pursue their teacher's fight.105 

Although it was forbidden from early on for any SoltancalIsahI Sufi to engage in 

politics, politicians did visit the order's House of Worship for Hoseyn (hoseyniya).106 

In 1951, Rezacallsah visited several 'friends and notables', among whom was Hasan 

Emamï, the Freemason Friday prayer leader of Tehran, who had been personally 

appointed by the Shah in 1945, and had just recovered from an attempt on his life in 

1950.107 Before embarking on the Hagg in September 1950, Rezacallsah had also met 

j°* Figure 7. stems from <SOLTANHOSEYN>, 1348/1969: 24 (Tarih wa gugrafi-\e Gonabad). 
Cf. biography jn <SALEH<ALISAH>, 1372/1993: 11. <Reza<aIisah> was also responsible for the 

restoration of the burial site of (Rahmafalisah) (d.1861) in Shiraz (CAHARDAHI, 1352/1973, 3: 527). 
104 Cf. <SOLTANHOSEYN>, 1337/1958: 268-69. 
05 The pupils included well-known literati such as Sa<Id NafisI, Golamreza SamimI Kermansahi, 

'Abdollah Han Ma'zuml and 'All Dasti. <SOLTANHOSEYN> (<Reza<alIsah>) reviewed Nafisfs Sar-
ceSme-ye tasawwofdar Ïvan, m Mehr (1346/1967). Although several sources mention Dastl's criticism 
of Sufism in Parde-ye pendar (see, for instance, KNÖRZER, 1996: 110), Dar diyar-e süfiyan did 
contain positive evaluations. One suspects the influence of Qazvlni's lectures in the criticism of Sufi 
practices, while mystical thought - including Sufi thought - and historical Sufis were positively 
valued. This is similarly evident in several other of Dagtl's publications. His notoriety - here Dasti 
comes to the fore as Qazvlni's pupil - principally derives from a book which demythologised the 
Prophet (cf. KNÖRZER, 1997: 383) (In spite of this, he was looked favourably upon by the present 
regime-supporting hatlb of the main Safl'allsahl lodge). Like Entezam's discourse, Dastl's writings 
seem indicative of the fact that "Persian Sufism of this period - especially in the latter half of the twen
tieth century - seems to be characterised by an increasing alignment with the forces of the secularist 
intelligentsia" (LEWISOHN, 1998: 439, cf. ABRAHAMIAN, 1978: 35. Dastl's criticism of the monarchy 
and Sufi sympathies were shared by his writer-companion Gamalzade (cf. BAGLEY, 1976: 60). Dasti 
was arrested shortly after the revolution and the last years of his life were reportedly miserable. 

A long-time influential affiliate passed on this information to me. 
'07<SOLTANHOSEYN>, 1337/1958: 267-68. 
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with general Razmara, who had just been appointed as Iran's premier, and whom he 

told that "most people in Iran look favourably upon your government."108 The 

following year, in March 1951, Razmara was killed by a member of the militant 

Feda'iyan-e Eslam. Another meeting in Tehran had come about through the 

invitation by the Shah's stepmother Turan to visit her son prince Golamreza Pahlavi. 

The rendezvous in Golamreza's house reportedly provided an opportunity for 

Rezacallsah and the prince to exchange their Meccan pilgrimage experiences. 

Some Gonabadi affiliates were politicians themselves. One had been a college lec

turer in Tehran and a diplomat who "in national and international affairs [alike] evi

denced a reconciling faculty which has helped antagonistic groups to work together 

for the benefit of all."110 Moreover, "Mr. Hazeghi [had] been four times [a] Member 

of Parliament [...]: twice its delegate to the Constitutional Assembly: and three times 

Amir-ul-Hajj, leader of Iran's pilgrims to Mecca."1" When Reza'allsah returned to 

Tehran from a visit to Afghanistan and Pakistan in 1957, which Hazeghi had helped 

facilitate, "many of the statesmen and parliamentarians came over for a visit." 

But the larger paradox is the political involvement of Rezacallsah himself, and the 

oppositional direction in which it guided the Soltancalïsahï order. In contrast to other 

Iranian Sufis, to his grandfather, his father and even himself up to then, Reza'alisah 

all of a sudden, in the 1960s, publicly criticised (representatives of) the Shah." To 

be sure, he did not conceive of his criticism as political: "I have never taken part in 

108 (SOLTANHOSEYN), 1337/1958: 5. 
109 (SOLTANHOSEYN), 1337/1958: 285. 
" " G O U L D I N C , 1970: xi; HAZEGHI [HAZEQI]: "On journeys to diplomatic posts I have held in 

Afghanistan. Pakistan and India, I always stopped for at least a couple of days at Bidukht en route" 
(1970: vii). When Hazeqi was the cultural attaché of the Iranian embassy in Kabul in 1957, he invited 
<Reza'alisah>, who accepted his invitation (GAZBI-ESFAHANI, 1372/1993: 245). 

"'GOULDING, 1970: xi. 
112 (REZA'ALISAH), 1354/1975, (2): 331-2. In addition, a hostile account mentioned the forceful 

•protection' of the order by Manuchehr Eqbal, Iran's premier in the late 1950 (MADANÏ, 1376/1997: 
45-6). The author did not, however, produce any evidence to back up his allegation. 

' '3 It was claimed after the revolution that <Saleh'alisah> had resisted the landreforms of the 1960s, 
and the following citation was brought forward in support: "I wrote several letters to the [officials] 
of the time and I made proposals, but as it appeared this program had been designed in advance and 
that it [conformed] to an international standard. [I realised] it could not be changed and discussing it 
would be pointless" ( H A V A T - E TAHRIRIYEYE KETABHANE-YE AMIR SOLEYMANÏ, 1367/1988: 

146). There is no accompanying evidence of these letters (while others are included), and despite the 
fact that a fatwa had been issued against the landreforms. <Saleh'alTsah>'s moderate wording suggests 
it was not too much of a crucial, religious issue to him. In conclusion, there is no evidence here to 
suggest that <Salehcalïsah> publicly opposed the Shah, as did his son (see below). 
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politics, and know nothing of any political aspects or implications [....] It is only from 

the religious angle [...] that I shall discuss the matter.""4 But then, as an official Sufi/ 

jurist Reza'alïsah knew that "in Islam, religion and politics are not separated [and 

that] the government [can not] be divorced from the official religion" [my italics]."5 

A 'religious perspective' 

The occasion was provided for by the 1968 International Conference on Human 

Rights in Tehran, which was opened on April 21 and presided over by princess 

Ashraf. Rezacallsah had written a manifesto entitled 'Religious Perspective on the 

Human Rights Declaration', which, a later preface explains, presented "an Islamic 

attitude to the [Universal Human Rights] Declaration [and] was put into the hands of 

the representatives of [all] Islamic [countries that] attended the [...] Conference.""6 

The Religious Perspective not only criticised the Universal Declaration but also 

took issue with a (royally sanctioned) parliamentary decree on the regulation of 

prostitution, which had been enforced since 1953."7 Fiercely condemning and 

rejecting it, Rezacallsah took the opportunity to lament fading Islamic values,"8 the 

"4<RE2A'ALlSAH>, 1970: 1. 
"5<REZA'ALlSAH>, 1970: 71. 

HAZEGHI, 1970: x. <Rezacalïsah>'s text has been published in Persian and in English. The 
Persian Nazar-e mazhabl be eclamiye-ye hoqüq-e haSar, literally A 'Religious Perspective on the 
Human Rights Declaration', has been translated as 'A Muslim Commentary on the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights', possibly on purpose, with a Western audience in mind. 

"When we want to declare ourselves on the side of chastity [...], we actually pass a new law. 
(January 10, 1953] our Foreign Office presented a 'Supplementary Measure' to the Majlis on behalf 
of His Imperial Majesty's government entitled 'Improvement of arrangements for the control of Prosti
tution'. When I heard this I was astounded and grieved. How could the leaders of our country be so 
ignorant [...] of the Islamic Canon as to take up the [purification] of our land and the prevention of 
moral degradation without reference to the Canon, in obedience to the promptings of outsiders? The 
State religion of Iran is officially [...] Islam: and within that the Canon of the Shari'a and the teachings 
of the Imams [....] Why then should our government [...] bypass this religion and its Canon, which has 
omitted no point that concerns human life, morals and society, nor failed to legislate for every need 
of the human community? [....] What could give clearer evidence of the ignorance and negligence of 
the Commandments of Islam which prevails, than the 'Supplementary Measure' of our 1953 
Parliament [...]? Some of our leaders may even believe that Islam is like Christianity in having no rule 
that governs these matters, but merely a general moral principle" (<REZA<AL1SAH>, 1970: 55, 57). 

"Today, alas, most Islamic values are influenced by the practices and politics of strangers. 
Muslims fail to see the sinfulness and evil of these foreign ways. Alas! Here [...] religious rites for the 
Prophet's birthday [...]. for the birth of AH [...] are neglected, and the holidays, instead of being holy 
days, are dissipated in banquetings and revelry" (<RE2A<ALISAH>, 1970: 48, 49). 
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spread of non-Islamic male-female relations,"9 the neglect of female religious 

obligations,120 and ignorance of Islamic women's rights'21 and restrictions in Iran. ~~ 

Rezacallsah made an apology for addressing these issues. They had been "some

what of a digression [....] The subject is so sensitive that the horse of my pen took the 

bit between its teeth and ran away with me."123 But the 'peripheral' issues and the 

main treatment of the Declaration shared common ground: the lament over Wes

ternisation, which had become a crucial issue in the opposition to the Monarchy since 

the early 1960s.124 That is to say, the manifesto reads as a (pretext for) political judge

ment rather than as a general, religious commentary with one 'slip of the pen'. It con

fronted a seamless whole of Westernisation that was the antithesis of religious power. 

While SoltancaIIsahI forebears had always remained aloof from political judge

ment, Rezacallsah now felt that "certain ideas and systems, e.g. parliamentary demo

cracy, have grown up over millennia in their own environment, and so proved effecti

vely successful. But woe betide the attempt to plant them in another soil and climate 

where a different growth of thought and of social intercourse has subsisted from time 

" ' "The 9th and 10th days of [...] Muharram, when we mourn the martyrdom of Imam Hussein, 
are amongst our most sacred holy days. But far too many people not only fail to partake into the due 
ceremonies [...], but [also] deliberately throw them over in favour of pleasure jaunts to the seaside, 
where they gloat over the sight of near-naked bodies or indulge in debauches: and yet they have the 
effrontery to continue to call themselves Shi'a" (<REZA<AÜSAH>, 1970: 49). 
The following is an indication of the position of women in the Ne'matollahT orders in the Pahlavi dy
nasty (that is, under <Reza'alïsah>): "Bei den heutigen ni'matullahiyya halt der scheich einer frau, die 
in den orden aufgenommen wird, zum handschlag nicht die hand, sondern einen stock hin. den die 
bewerberin zu fassen hat" (MEIER, 1976, (2): 351, mentioning a remark made to him by Gramlich). 

120 "Alas! most modern Islamic lands follow habits which do exactly the opposite. Indeed in some, 
lewdness and lechery prevail more than in non-Muslim lands, since their women have assumed total 
liberty: and with the throwing off of controls, they have also cast off religion and morality, chastity 
and temperance. No Faith - indeed no reasonable intelligence - could accept such conduct [...] why 
should we any longer go on permitting the increasing laxity in conduct and morals which has been 
spreading from the west to the east, seeing that this runs counter to the [...] standards of our religion 
and to the social dignity of our community? Not only has this false freedom brought shame and 
disgrace but it has also caused [...] the collapse of families and even murder, as the far too frequent 
reports in our newspapers testify" [my italics] (<REZA<ALÏSAH>, 1970: 53-4). 

121 "Women are touchy and hasty, volatile and imprudent [...] the generality [is] more gullible and 
credulous" and should thus not have equal rights in divorce matters (<REZA'ALISAH>, 1970: 39). 

122 "In spiritual matters, Islam does not allow women to take leadership or religious office [and 
for this reason women] cannot exercise spiritual authority" (<REZA'ALISAH>, 1970: 52). 

I 2 3<REZA'ALÏSAH), 1970:58. 
124 The major ideologue of Iranian nativism was Galal Al-e Ahmad. His famous pamphlet Garb-

zudegi, 'westoxication' - appreciated by Khomeyni - was "the most significant publication of 1962 for 
Al-e Ahmad and for the entire formative political culture of the 1960s [...]" (DABASHI, 1993: 73). 
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immemorial ."1 ' In 1968, the presence of irreligious members of parliament wielding 

authority was unbearable to Rezacallsah. In 1964, similarly, the reasoning of Imam 

Khomeyni had declared decisions taken by members of parliament null and void.126 

The predominance of a worldly authority that made no provision for the superi

ority of Muslims,1 2 7 whether in parliament or behind the Declaration, was the context 

for Rezacallsah's rejection of its spine, the 'freedom and equality-article', Article 1: 

People [who rely on] man [...] abuse Reason, [...] which distinguishes man from 
the brutes, and fail in that belief in the Creator which Reason demands. As 
humanists they degrade [man] to [the] animal level and put themselves out of 
the ranks of [mankind.] They are [...] gangrenous members of the body politic.'28 

GOULDING, 1970: xii (in a foreword to the Religious Perspective). 
So Khomeyni reasoned in a speech on October 26, 1964 (which caused his exile), after par

liament had passed a 'Capitulation bill' that granted US subjects immunity from Iranian courts. "The 
fact is the Majlis has no connection whatsoever with the Iranian people. This majles has been set up 
by the force of bayonets and has nothing to do with the Iranian nation" (in Tehran Times, 11/03/96). 
"Our members of parliament [...] are stooges of America" (jn RAHNEMA and NOMANI, 1990: 303). 

The Declaration's Article 2 reads: "Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth 
in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, 
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no 
distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status of the 
country or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing 
or under any other limitation of sovereignty." 

(REZA'ALISAH)'S comment reads: "Since Islam regards non-Muslims as on a lower level of belief 
[...], if a Muslim kills such a non-Muslim [...] (i.e. not one who is a professional killer of non-
Muslims), then his punishment must not be the retaliatory death, since the faith [...] he possesses is 
loftier [....] A fine only may be exacted [...] since he has acted against the current laws of Islam [...] 
(op. cit., p. 19). In this aristocracy "the top rank is given to fighters for the faith, and the highest of 
all to martyrs who have laid down their lives in that warfare" (op. cit., p. 18). In view of this 
conception, this is what the freedom of expression means: "Everyone has the right to express his own 
opinions concerning the execution of the commands of Islam." 

The Declaration's Article 18 reads: "Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and 
religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in 
community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, 
worship and observance." 

<REZA'ALISAH>'S comment reads: "This article is largely acceptable but not without difficulties. 
Freedom of thought, of conscience and of belief is allowable to the extent that it does not clash with 
the Qor'an or with Islamic Canon Law" (op. cit.. p. 32). The vision of Muslims as a superior humanity 
legitimatised slavery: "A prisoner of war, taken fighting against the true believers, because of his 
enmity to Islam is automatically of lower rank and therefore reduced to slavery: and the son of such 
a one is a slave by inheritance [...]" (<REZA'ALISAH>, 1970: 19). This position compared to 
Khomeyni's implicit acceptance of slavery in the period 1943-1970 (cf. ABRAHAMIAN, 1993: 46). 

128<REZA'ALISAH>, 1970: 15. The text of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights'Article I 
reads: "All human beings are bom free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason 
and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood." 
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Reza'alïsah apparently took the Shicite religion far more strictly and political than 

many of his co-religionists did. Paradoxically, it even led him to the praise of (the 

Islamic Monarchy of) Saudi Arabia, the official Wahhabite creed of which had long 

before identified Shi'ism and Sufism as its main enemies: "Saudi Arabia owes its 

superiority over other lands in the security of property and of social order to the fact 

of the stricter enforcement of Islamic laws, the higher level of their practice and the 

greater severity of the penalties for contravening them that prevails there." 

With the contrary example of Saudi Arabia's Islamic Monarchy - into which one 

might read an insinuation concerning the Islamic status of the Iranian Monarchy -

Rezacallsah concluded that the Declaration promulgated nothing new and that if there 

was any good in it, it was because of the faint shadow in its articles of more perfect, 

eternal Islamic prescriptions. 'Islam is the summit and nothing excels it'." ' 

As a people, we do not [...] aim to improve ourselves, nor do our leaders seek 
to enlighten us by making us aware of the [Islamic] Commandments. Not only 
have we ceased to practice these: we have ceased even to recall their existence 
[...] We run after the dicta of strangers who, if they do possess any good [...], 
gained it by gleaning over the fields which our great ones sowed and harvested 
for us, and stored up in the granary of our religion [insertion mine]. 

When asked whether Rezacallsah had been opposed to the Shah, the present Leader 

responded in a fashion similar to the former's conception of politics: "No, the Soltan-

'alïsahl order is not political. He was not opposed to the Shah but to his deeds." 

But the Religious Perspective, a far cry from the 'softer Islam' often projected into 

Sufism in the West, establishes Rezacallsah as a precursor of the Islamic Republic. 

There were surely some positions in the Perspective that assumed a traditional cle

rical stance towards the Monarchy (which still was, however, a long way from Safi-
callsahl attitudes): "The only right course for a government in matters [of] religion 

is to consult the Ulema [...] if the government fails to call them in, the Ulema them

selves must approach the government and belabour them with indignant protests." ' 

'29<REZA'ALlSAH>, 1970:56. 
130 (REZA'ALISAH), 1970: 85. 
'3 ' <REZA<ALISAH>, 1970:57. 
132 Interview (MagzQb'alisah), 04/19/97, cf. (Saleh'alisah) in HAVAT-E TAHRÏRIYE-YE 

KETABHANE-YE AMIR SOLEYMANI, 1367/1988: "We are not a political party" (op. cit.. p. 411). 
133 (REZA'ALISAH), 1970: 70. This view matched Khomeyni's earlier thought (1943-1970). which 
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One finds no indication whatsoever in the order's official literature from 1941 on

wards, however, of unease, let alone indignation vis-a-vis the prevalent Islamic 

Monarchy. Rather, the Iranian Monarchy was celebrated in annual sessions that the 

Soltan'alïsahïs organised in the Gonabadi hanaqah on the occasion of the birthday 

of the Shah.1 4 That is to say, even the traditionalist stance was an innovation. 

There had been much indignant, religious protest in Iran from the beginning of the 

1960s, and simultaneously a weakening of the position of quietist jurists - who were 

in fact consulted by the royal government on many occasions. It was to the jurists, 

a dominant section of whom were now developing activist leanings, that the 

Religious Perspective specifically addressed itself - contrary to the earlier 'broadest 

possible audience' in, for instance, Pand-e Saleh. The Perspective was published "in 

the hope that [...] especially the learned Ulema [...] in whose field this work falls, will 

pardon and correct any errors they may discover, so that my readers may not be 

misled."135 The protests and the larger shift in the balance of religious power, then, 

in which Rezacallsah could and did now officially share, are what most probably ac

counted for his change in tone, from neutral to traditional, and beyond that, militant. 

Rezacallsah is not known to have issued public statements in speech or writing that 

explicitly call for the establishment of an Islamic Republic ruled by religious jurists. 

But the fact that a governmental commission for 'Islamic human rights' has recently 

consulted his Religious Perspective, indicates at least that his ideas have been 

recognised as legitimate in the Islamic Republic.136 The following militant statement 

leaves no doubt either, as to the Islamic state that Rezacallsah envisioned: 

The government of an Islamic country is officially Islamic. A government not 
set up on an Islamic basis, that does not profess Islam, cannot rule. [If a 
member] of such a government is not a Muslim, his [...] position is strictly ille
gal. Every member of the Judicature and [...] Legislature must be a Muslim.137 

stressed the clergy "had the responsibility of speaking out if the government did not carry out its main 
tasks", including the protection of Islam, and "in Kashfal-asrar, Khomeyni had accepted monarchies 
on condition they sought the advice and consent of the senior clerics" (ABRAHAMIAN 1993- 46 54) 

' J 4 M A D A N I , 1376/1997: 150-1. 
I35<RE2A<ALÏSAH>, 1970: 1. 
136 Interview <MagzQb(alIsah>, 04/19/97. The Spiritual Leader told me that the Commission had 

abandoned its aim of using the Religious Perspective, however, once it found out about its Sufi origin. 
<REZA<ALISAH>, 1970: 70. Attacks against the Monarchy frequently centred upon its members. 

Princess Ashraf consumed and was accused of selling heroin (cf. NIRUMAND, 1969: 186). 
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The Shah's adornment of his Monarchy with Islamic signs and his personal efforts 

at having him portrayed professing Islam138 were not sufficient anymore to Rezacali-

sah: they lacked the prerequisite of an 'Islamic basis'. The conviction echoed the mi

litancy of Imam Khomeyni and it sealed the death knell for the reign of the Shah. 

Considering this (late) judgement, the report of a meeting in 1978 between Reza-
callsah and Khomeyni, in which the Imam - notorious for his reluctance to comment 

on his politics - explained in detail the aims of the revolution, is a plausible one. 

138 The Shah for instance made the pilgrimage to Mecca in 1956. "L'événement fit d'autant plus 
sensation que 1'on n'avait pas vu de souverain iranien en ces lieux depuis fort longtemps" (CORBIN. 
1971, (1): 66). The Shah initiated the publication of a 'royal Qor'an' by the name of 'Pahlawl' in 
1965/6, which many jurists fiercely resisted. In 1976 the Court organised an 'id al-fur celebration in 
a Tehran mosque, during which the Shah quasi-spontaneously accepted criticism of his rule by a 
Molla (REEVES, 1986: 160). Despite the political danger, the ban on cA?;<ra-processions was lifted 
in September 1978. ABRAHAMIAN (1993: 23) cited an opposition newspaper that tellingly stressed 
the state had been "out to nationalise religion", as opposed to, this suggests, trying to eliminate it. 

139 The meeting is referred to in <MAHBUB'ALiSAH>, 1368/1989: 81. On April 19, 1964 
<Reza<alisah> wrote a letter to Khomeyni to congratulate him on his 'release from state detention' (in 
<MAHBÜB'ALISAH>, 1373/1994: 498). Sufi informants indicated an earlier contact in that Khomeyni 
often referred positively to the lafsir of <SoltancalTsah>, Bayan os-sa'ddat, when teaching 
Jurisprudence in Qomm (ALGAR ("Ni'mat-Allahiyya", Encyclopaedia of Islam) juxtaposed its 
respectability to the tafsir of (Safi'allsah), which was "widely criticised, both because of its contents 
and because it was composed in verse"). They similarly pointed out that <RezacalIsah> and the Imam 
had had 'good relations'. Nothing could be further from the truth, then - at least for the Soltan'alïsahïs 
- than the statement, made in the Pahlavi era, that the (Iranian) Sufis "deny the need for an 
intermediate Imam" (FRY, 1956: 10). Even among enemies, there is acknowledgement of the 
Soltan'alïsahïs' support for the revolution - although in a very malign interpretation: "Yes, it is the 
politics of the leaders of the Soltan'alïsahï hanaqah to have divided their policy on every issue and 
to support all of the various, conflicting wings" (MADANI, 1376/1997: 159). 
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Résumé 

The nation-state remained an important frame of reference for the late twentieth-cen

tury NecmatollahI regimes. Its representation by the late Pahlavi regime, however, be

came a ground for political contestation. Iranian Suf ism in the period 1941-1979 had 

royal patronage as an important political context. It was impossible for large organi

sations (except the religious hierocracy) to operate independently. For them to survi

ve, royal, state patronage was a necessity. Different degrees of royal, state patronage 

- from personal sponsoring to general ideological incorporation - relate to both the 

SafFalïsahïs' social prominence and the SoltancalIsahIs' sudden religious critique. 

Internally, the Safi'allsahl order remained a theatre of conflict, which involved 

contestations of Freemasonry conceptions of spiritual authority. What made these 

conflicts characteristic of the period 1941-1979, was the political twist given to them. 

The Society of Brotherhood was no exception to the Sufi Mystery of Power that esta

blished authority through the denial of worldly attachments. Nevertheless, internal 

enemies were well aware of these attachments, and political implications, and re

jected them. Among the Soltan'allsahls, to the contrary, unitary order was visibly es

tablished. There had been resistance to Nürcalïsah's appointment, but Salehcallsah and 

Reza'alïsah came uncontested. Both leaders cherished contacts with state and socie

tal - particularly religious - authorities, and the earlier persecutions were overcome. 

The pupils of former modernist critics did not pick up their masters' fights, and unita

ry spiritual authority even survived Rezacallsah's late politico-religious shift of sides. 

Externally, while the SafPalïsahï elite integrated into the stately regime, the Sol-

tancalïsahls developed close ties to the lateral, clerical regime that came to represent 

the Iranian nation more successfully. Rezacallsah's condemnation of the Shah and his 

meeting with Khomeyni were conditioned upon the SoltancalIsahIs' relative indepen

dence, created through three-layered, civil, religious and political integration, which 

provided crucial room for manoeuvre when the balance of religious power shifted. 

Despite relations with prominent representatives of the Pahlavi regime, the Soltan-
callsahls' royal patronage did not extend beyond some measure of ideological incor

poration. Institutional overlap between the Society of Brotherhood and the National 

Lodge, to the contrary, defined an exclusive position, which ruled out any manoeu

vre for the SafTallsahl order when the political tide swept away the Shah's regime. 


